gl oiaexir
If aeh mei falls out before or after zay, or for two days of aeh mei
(with the exception of dpyd y`x, which is considered one long
day of dyecw as opposed two days) one may set up oiaexir in two
opposite directions and use one for each day. Or, one may use an
aexir one day and on the other day, be considered like people in
the city.
One who makes an aexir for two days of aeh mei or for aeh mei
following zay or vice versa, the aexir must be in place during oia
zeynyd of both days (in the case of aexir being used for both
days; this would apply even for dpyd y`x as dpyd y`x is
considered one day `xnegl not `lewl). Besides using food, one
may also make an aexir with his presence, i.e., being at the
specified place from where he wants the megz to start during oia
zeynyd. One who made this type of aexir (eilbxa aexir) must do
both nights, but if he did not do it the first night, he may not do
so the second night. While placing this aexir, he should not
declare that he is making an aexir as this appears like preparation
on the first day of aeh mei for the second.
It is xeq` to prepare for the second day of aeh mei on the first day
of aeh mei (even on dpyd y`x). Practically speaking, this means
the table may not be set, food may not be cooked, etc. on the
first day of aeh mei for the second day of aeh mei. An egg that was
laid on the first day of aeh mei may be eaten on the second day of
aeh mei with the exception of the two days of dpyd y`x. An egg
laid on aeh mei may not be eaten on the next day if that day is
zay, nor may it be eaten if it was laid on zay and the next day is

aeh mei.
If one makes two oiaexir, one for each day of aeh mei, they both
must be accessible on both days. Therefore, an aexir placed
2000 zen` to the east, and an aexir placed 2000 zen` to the west,
the aexir placed 2000 zen` to the west may not be used--even on
the second day-- as there is no way he can reach it on the first
day. He must therefore allow some give on each aexir, for
example, to make an aexir to the west 1000 zen` away, thereby
allowing him to make an aexir towards the east also 1000 zen`
away.
A person should not walk in his field on zay to see which labors
need to be done (even though these labors will not be performed
on zay).

